We investigate the possible existence of neutral bosons which are coupled to leptons. The cross section for the process e + p + e +-X+ anything, where X is a neutral boson of spin-parity 0* or I* emitted by the electron, is calculated and its energy-angle distribution discusse.d. Assuming X to decay predominant,ly into a lepton pair we investigate the characteristics of the background. It is pointed out that the signal to the background ratio can be greatly enhanced if one selects high J: = &/El and also uses the outgoing electron as a tag at a slightly non-forward angle with the X particle arranged in such a way that the momentum transfer to the target particle is near its minimum. This happens when the outgoing electron momentum & is parallel to pl -z, where pr and c are the momenta of the incident electron and the X particle respectively. e _-_xz.
I. INTRODUCTION
In gauge theories with spontaneously broken symmetry, bosons with spin-parity Of and I* play very essential roles. Up to now the standard theory of SU3 x SU2
x U(1) worked rather well, but one is never sure that there might not be some unexpected particles to be discovered. The existence of unexpected vector or scalar (or pseudo scalar) particles would certainly change our concept of the elementary particle world as we understand it today. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the feasibility of producing such particles using the electron beams at SLAC. While these beams have only modest energies, their high intensities permit searches for bosons that might be very weakly coupled to electrons. We denote the particle we are looking for as X which can be a vector, axial vector, scalar or pseudoscalar particle. Since we hope to produce it by an electron via bremsstrahlung we assume that the X particle is coupled to an electron with a coupling constant gz: if X is an axial vector.
We define CY, s gz/(47r).
The mechanism of production of the X particle is shown in Fig. 1 . Pr and P2
represent the four momenta of the incident and outgoing electrons, k is the four momentum of the X particle. Pi and Pi are four momenta of the initial and final __ _T. target particles, respectively. In this paper the target particle is a proton from a hydrogen jet injected into the PEP ring and PI is the 14.5 GeV circulating electron beam as suggested in the PEGASYS proposal' at SLAC. Our calculations can be c adapted to a stationary target using a heavier element or the e+ target in the -e+e-colliding beam. Only the change in target form factors is required for the . . _ . adaptation. The X particle is detected through its decay into e+e-or p+p-pair.
A similar calculation2 was done previously by this author for production of a 1.7 MeV object using the Weizsacker-Williams method. The subsequent seasches by Riordan3 et al., Konaka4 et al., Davier5 et al., and Brown' et al., all showed that the 1.7 MeV object observed7 at GSI could not be an elementary particle.
These experiments gave also the upper limits of ox as a function of 732, in the range 1 MeV < m, < 15 MeV. Another powerful constraint8 on the value of a, as a function of m, is obtained by g -2 values of electron and muon. The most upto-date discussions of the range of ox and m, ruled out by all these experiments, including g -2, beam dump and, e+e-+ X --f e+e-are given by Hawkins and Perl.g
II. CALCULATIONS
The cross section for the process e + Pi -+ X + e + Pf, shown in Fig. 1 , can be written as da = (y2az d3k d3P2
where k is the momentum of the produced X particle, t is the momentum transfer squared to the target, and WI and W2 are the usual target form factors used in the electron scattering. " Fli and F2i represent the matrix elements squared for the emission of an X particle of kind i (scalar, pseudo scalar, vector and axial vector) and they are algebraically computed using a computer in the following way: Wefirst define Fl for production of an axial vector particle X: Such detailed considerations are best left to the experimentalists. 13 In this paper, we investigate some essential features of the cross section and the backgrounds in order to aid experimentalists in designing their experiment. In order to do this, we integrate the cross section given by (2.1) with respect to d3P2, as well as the solid angle of the X particle, and obtain da/&r, where 2 = E,/El. This will give us the order of magnitude of the production cross section and the energy distribut,ion of the X particle. Since m, and crz are free parameters in the calculation, we shall be able to estimate the range of mz and cr, for which an experiment is sensitive for a given integrated luminosity. We shall also discuss the energy-angle distribution da/(dxdO) of the X particle. Finally, we shall show that the signal-to-noise rat.io is increased by tagging the 5 production with the outgoing electron at high 2 and at angles such that 3 is parallel to $ -i. Quantities with a subscript s refer to the rest frame of u = P2 + Pf, and they can be expressed in terms of laboratory quantities in the following way:
where 8 is the angle between the X particle and the incident electron in the laboratory system and P, = (Ez -mz)f is the momentum of the X particle in the The integrations with respect to Ezs and cos& can be converted into integrations with respect to Mj and t, respectively, using (2.37) and (2.38). We obtain from The maximum production angle for the X particle, O,,,, can be obtained in the following way:
) . 
III. BACKGROUND CALCULATIONS
Since the X particle is produced by an electron via the process shown in Fig. 1 , In' the PEGASYS experiment1 we have E, < 14.5 GeV and 0.1 GeV < 172, < 3.5 GeV and the best available vertex detector has a spatial resolution of about 10m3 cm. Thus, only when m, N 0.1 GeV and ax < 10m7 can we observe the vertex of the decay X + e+e-. Also, if ox is much smaller than 10v7, there will not be enough x produced. From now on we shall assume that the decay length is so small that it can be ignored. The main backgrounds are due to Figs. 3 and 4.
The contribution from Fig. 3 can be calculated easily using the result for a vector particle production and the Kroll-Wada l4 theorem. Let the invariant mass of the e+e-pair in Fig. 3 be the square root of s = (P+ + P-)2. Then the cross section for producing such a pair can be obtained from the cross section for producing a vector particle of mass M, = fi by a replacement dmx ds z 1.13 x 10-5-) mx (3.6) where dm, is determined by the mass resolution of the apparatus. Now we are looking for a bump due to production of an x particle whose intrinsic width is negligible. The background is a smooth curve given by (3. the problem is less serious than the number obtained from Eq. (3.6); it should be multiplied by l/a.
The backgrounds due to Fig. 4 can be calculated exactly. We give here a simpler treatment using Weissacker-Williams method. First let us point out that the signal-to-background ratio can be considerably improved by detecting the outgoing electron P2 as well as the pair from the decay of the X particle. They should be arranged such that neither z or 2 is in the forward angle but the sum of their transverse momenta is nearly zero. In general, even if only the pair from the decay of x are detected, the outgoing P2 will prefer to go in the above-mentioned symmetric direction because this is where the minimum momentum transfer to the target occurs. Comparing Figs. 1 and 4 , the momentum transfer to the target labeled Q in the two cases are identical. In Fig. 4 , the outgoing electron P2 will prefer to go to the forward angle instead of the symmetric angle because the photon propagator labeled kl in Fig. 4 can become almost on the mass shell when P2 is in the forward direction. Let us therefore calculate the background contribution due to Fig. 4 , with the above geometry in mint. which shows that t is minimum when g is parallel to the vector (s).
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In Fig. 5(a) we give da/da: defined by Eq. (2.39) for production of a spin 0 c a-_P.
particle. The results from elastic and inelastic form factors, given by Eqs. (2.31) --through (2.33), are summed in the figures. Figure 5 (b) is similar to Fig. 5(a) except now we deal with production of a spin 1 particle. We assume me/m2 --+ 0, -so there is no difference in the cross section for production of pseudo scalar and scalar particles, and also between vector and axial vector particles. We also assume -. -. CyX = 1. Using these curves, one can immediately 'obtain the minimum values of cr, necessary to discover particles of various masses. For example, suppose the integrated luminosity is 1040cm-2 and we need at least 10 events to prove the existence of a particle. To produce a particle of mass m, = 3.5, 2.0, 1.0, 0.1 GeV, the value of ox must be at least ox = 10T4, 3 x 10s7, lo-', 10-l' for spin 0, and a ; = 5 x 10-5, 10-6, 10-s, 10-11 fo r spin 1 particle production. When m, --+ 0, the x dependence2 of the cross section goes like da/da: --+ x for spin 0 particle production and da/d x + l/x for spin 1 particle production (such as in ordinary bremsstrahlung emission). We note from Figs. 5(a) and (b) that in both spin 0 and spin 1 particle productions da/dx tend to peak at x = 1 when m, # 0. The peaking is more pronounced for the spin 0 case.
In Fig. 5(c) we plot the background using Eq. We observe the following characteristics of the energy-angular distributions:
1. Comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 1 , we note that the photon propagators labeled q in two cases are the same. In Fig. 1 This factor makes the cross sections fall off sharper with ok when m, is small and x is near 1.
2. From the above analysis we see that the signal-to-background ratio is better at small angles if only the pair is detected; but as we have pointed out in *---the last section, tremendous increase in signal-to-background ratio can be achieved if we tag the final electron slightly off the forward angle in such a way that the momentum of the pair z = 3 + z is parallel to pf -3.
We note that in this kinematical condition the final state momentum of the target 3 is parallel to i because of the momentum conservation.
On the -. -other hand, if 2 is chosen to be parallel to pf'-z, then 6 is parallel to 2.
V. DISCUSSIONS
Hawkins and Perlg have speculated that there might be charged-lepton specific forces. Our X particles could be the particles associated with such forces. Let us use the analogy with QCD. S imilarly to the color for the quarks, we may have a leptonic "color" possessed only by leptons. This leptonic color acts as a source for a new force via exchange of a new kind of a gluon that would be the candidate for our spin 1 X particle. We do not know such a force is parity-conserving or not.
This can be tested by using a polarized electron beam. The existence of the parityviolating term 0'. <, where a' is the electron spin and z is the momentum of the X particle in the angular distribution of the X particle will indicate parity violation.
If there is a new force between leptons, we might expect some bound states to be formed by leptons and they may show up as spin 0 x particles. There may also be Higgs-like particle and pseudo-Goldstone bosons coupled only to leptons. In this paper, we do not attempt to build a detailed model of the X particles because we need to assume only two parameters ox an d m, to perform the calculation for the cross sections.
We also cannot specify whether the coupling is flavor-dependent. This can be determined by the decay rates of X into e*, p2 and r*. Production of x particles using a muon beam can also shed light on this question. FIGURE CAPTIONS -' Fig. 1 . Feynnian diagrams for production of an 2 particle by an electron beam. The target particle Pi is a proton. Fig. 2 . The coordinate system used in the integration of the outgoing electron Pz.
The subscript s refers to the rest frame of U = Pz + Pf = Pi + Pi -k. In this frame both k and PI are in the 5 -z plane, the direction of the vector s -z is chosen as the z axis and the direction of 2 is along the nega,tive t direction. Fig. 3 . Background e* pair production due to internal conversion of the bremsstrahlung _ -photon. Fig. 4 . Background e* pair production due to two photon annihilation. 
